Stereotypes in clinical prevention practices involving health education: a systematic review
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Introduction:
Stereotypes or prejudices are frequently transmitted by physicians, as
regards numerous patient characteristics such as age, gender, race/ethnicity
and social class, and also disease. They have consequences on diagnosis,
therapeutic decisions and prognostic assessment.
In the health education given during primary or tertiary prevention, the
stereotypes or prejudices existence are sparsely documented.

Methods: Systematic review

Objective : To objectify stereotypes and prejudices on age, sex, race and
social class levels disseminated by health professionals with regard to
patients and discrimination in the framework of preventive education.

Results: 21 articles

❖Databases

MEDLINE, Web of Science, APA PsyArticles, from 1950 to 2020
(01/10/2020), and Francis (1971 to 2015 for Francis).
❖Study eligibility

at least one stereotype clearly defined on age or gender or race or
occupation
produced by physician on patient
consequences of stereotype on health education during primary or tertiary
prevention clinical practices
study conducted on physicians or patients
the outcome (dependent variable) was clearly defined
❖ Algorythm

Experimental study: 43% with implicit association test (IAT) in 5
articles only - Non Experimental : 8 quantitatives (cross-sectional),
3 qualitatives (focus groups or interviews) and 1 mix.
In 6/21 articles, counsels are sparse (e.g 19% of physicians talk
about sexual health) an in 5/21, counsels are unsystematic (e.g
72-85% Tabaco, 56% physical activity).
Racial/ethnic stereotypes or prejudices decrease likelihood of
being advised.
Age, gender or social class stereotypes or prejudices are variable
according to the heath topic: e.g. women seems to be more advices
to physical activity than men.
Compliance is associated with patient gender and social class: e.g.
low-income patients more likely changing their behaviour based on
physician advice.
Trust is associated with race/ethnicity.

Conclusions:
It is the first systematic review on this topic in preventive clinical practices. we needed to capture stereotypes and prejudices in health education with
numerous concepts (see algorythm). We shows that the topic is more confidential than in curative decisions as.
The review confirms the presence of stereotypes and prejudices on age, sex, race and social class levels disseminated by health
professionals with regard to patients and discrimination in the framework of preventive education but it variable according to the health
topic.
Exhaustive information about stereotypes and prejudices in preventive clinical practices could help to reduce their incidence and consequences in
terms of discrimination. Solutions are healing environments, integration of culturally and linguistically appropriate services, physician training with
empathy module, coping techniques, patient self-efficacy development.

➢Perspectives: Further studies are needed to highlight stereotypes and prejudices with experimental design.

